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Abstract
Water scarcity and concentration of salts in soils are currently considered as threats to human life. The degradation of
irrigation water quality is mainly due to overexploitation of natural resources, poor management and pollution.
However, these factors limit the development of agriculture. Although the method of treating water by a magnetic field
is a technique that has recently been introduced into different fields, including agriculture, it can be considered as a
solution to reduce the salinity problems of irrigation water. On the other hand, magnetized water is the water exposed
to magnetic rays which undergoes physical and chemical variations. The purpose of this study is to evaluate the effect of
magnetic treatment the advantages of magnetically treated water on the rate of germination and the germinal faculty
of cucumber seeds. In addition, experiments were performed with two magnetic devices: A1 = 0.5 Tesla; A2 = 0.29 Tesla.
As a result, the application of a magnetic field influenced the parameters of the water, decreasing its pH. As well as, the
increase in germination rate and the seed capacity of cucumber seeds before seedling. Statistical analysis showed that
our experimental results are highly significant.
Keywords: Static magnetic field, Germination, Cucumber seeds.

1. Introduction
1

Many factors limit the development of agriculture.
Indeed, the method of treating water by a magnetic field
is a technique that has recently been introduced in
different fields, including agriculture to alleviate salinity
problems of irrigation. The establishment of good crops is
one of the main challenges to agricultural production and
its importance is recognized by farmers and researchers
(Chivasa et al., 1998).
Pang and Deng (2008) have shown that the
application of a magnetic field creates changes in the
physical and chemical properties of water at the
microscopic and macroscopic scale; these results are
confirmed by Cai et al., (2009) which indicated that the
magnetic treatments have changed some properties of
the water such as the surface tension which has been
decreased while the viscosity has been increased during
the magnetic treatment time. The status of water
molecules in a magnetic field leads to changing or
decomposing hydrogen bonds between molecules (Aly et
al., 2015). The magnetic treatment decreases the
solubility of the limestone (CaCO3) and promotes its
*Corresponding author’s ORCID ID: 0000-0003-3540-4171
DOI: https://doi.org/10.14741/ijmcr.v6i01.10916

precipitation in a bulk solution instead of the reactor
walls (Alimi et al., 2006).
The physical and chemical properties of magnetically
treated water samples were measured in addition to their
bacterial content. In both cases of static and agitation, the
amplitude of the magnetic flux is increased as well as the
electrical conductivity (EC) (Ben Amor et al., 2017). The
researchers observed that magnetized water helps
dissolve minerals and acids at a higher rate than nonmagnetized water. Although the equipment used to treat
water magnetically is environmentally friendly,
competitively priced and does not require energy (Hozyan
and Qados, 2010a).
Elaoud et al., (2016) showed the effect of magnetic
treatment on the water quality and yield of the melon
crop, which showed a 39% increase in yield compared to
the control (raw water).
Recently, the effects of magnetized water have been
focused on living systems, particularly for seed
germination and development (Shabrangi and Majd,
2009). Although, the first study was started long ago by
Savostin (1930) who had shown a 100% increase in the
rate of seedling elongation under the influence of the
magnetic field, the results indicate that the magnetic field
was widely used seed pretreatment to increase vigor,
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seedling growth, and yields (Ijaz et al., 2015, Iqbal et al.,
2012, Magdalena et al., 2015).
The treatment of water by a static magnetic field has
shown positive effects on the plant by stimulating its
growth and improving its productivity (Taymouria, 2015).
Shabrangi and Majd (2009) reported that magnetically
treated lentil seeds showed better growth and increased
faster than untreated controls.
The increase in the vigor of seeds treated by a
magnetic field, the growth of seedlings from these seeds
and yields is due to the increase in the absorption and
assimilation rate of nutrients (Kavi, 1983) and the
improvement of photosynthetic activities and the
increase of photosynthetic pigments (Lebedev and
Litvinenko, 1977), this is confirmed by Belyavskaya, 2001,
Eşitken et al., 2004 and sayed, 2014 which indicated that
irrigation of the plant at seeds with magnetic water
showed a significant increase in chloroplast pigments
(chlorophyll a, chlorophyll b and carotenoids),
photosynthetic activity compared to those irrigated by
raw water. Significant increases in pigment fractions were
recorded in chickpea plants irrigated with magnetized
water compared to the control treatment (Nasher, 2008).
Thus, respiration and photosynthesis of the seed
increase, water assimilation becomes faster, which
ultimately improves seed viability (Putincev and
Platonova, 1997). The strength of the magnetic field could
have stimulating effects on plant metabolism, such as
photosynthesis and hormonal and enzymatic balances
(estiken et al., 2014). In addition, exposure to the
magnetic field also improves ion concentration, free
radicals, and physical changes that promote better seed
germination (Haq, 2012).
Therefore, pretreatment of seeds by magnetic field
provides a safe, inexpensive and harmless option
(Podlesny et al., 2004). Few researchers have also studied
the comparison of the direct and indirect effects of
magnetic treatment on seeds. The behavior of seeds
passed through a magnetic device (direct effect) is
different from that of normal seeds sown with the
magnetic irrigation of water (indirect effect). Researchers
have reported that the direct and indirect method has a
positive effect on seed germination (Alexander and
Doijode, 1995, Carbonell, 2000) and also on plants such as
onions (Dagoberto, 2002), wheat (Harichand et al., 2002),
maize (Florez et al., 2007), rice (Alexander and Doijode,
1995), sunflower (Vashisth and Nagarajan 2010) and
tomato (Moon and Chung, 2000). In this context, our
subject arises to study the variation of the physical
properties of the magnetized water like the pH and its
effect on the germination of the seeds of the family of
cucurbitaceae (cucumber).

Institute of Environmental Sciences and Technologies Borj Cedria and the Sectoral High School of Agricultural
Training in Citrus and Vines Bouchrik- Tunisia
Germination tests were performed to study the effect
of static magnetic fields (0.29 T and 0.5 T) on germination
of cucumber seeds with well water (2.5 g / l). The test was
carried out in an ambient temperature of 17 ± 2ºC. Seeds
of uniform size and shape without visible defects are
used.
Two tests are carried out with two magnetic devices
of intensity A1 = 2900 Gauss and A2 = 5000 Gauss.
pH measure
The experimental setup is a complete random block with
three repetitions. In each block contains three tests. In
this work, the magnetic devices (M1 = 2900 Gauss and
M2 = 5000 Gauss) are mounted on an experimental
system for 62 hours to obtain water magnetized by a
static magnetic field (Fig.1).

Fig.1 Magnetic device
Seed germination
Six Petri dishes used for each test (three treated with
magnetized water and three with sample water), each
containing ten cucumber seeds for each test during the
germination period which was estimated at 18 days
(Fig.2). We note magnetized water (M) and nonmagnetized water (NM). The measurements are related
to the germination capacity and the length of the shoots
and rootlets for each seed.

2. Materials and methods
Studies and monitoring of the magnetization of water and
germination were carried out between the Laboratory of
Environmental Sciences and Technologies, Higher

Fig.2 Magnetic treatment on seed germination
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Seed emergence counts were made with a progression of
visible radicals through the integument. Data on
germination rate, days taken up to 50% emergence and
average germination time were recorded up to 12 days.
The evolution of the germination rate is faster for seeds
treated with magnetized water compared to untreated
seeds. The longest roots and shoots were recorded with
water treated seeds and the shortest stem and root were
observed in untreated seeds. The main objective of this
study was to evaluate the effects of magnetic treatment
on seed germination.

The germination percentage of the control seeds is
always lower than that corresponding to the magnetic
treatments applied. Magnetic processing modifies the
properties of water; magnetized water is the best
treatment for improving the harmful effects of water
stress (Tian et al., 1989, Selim and El Nady, 2011).
The germination rate varies from 30% after 4 days
priming of the seeds in magnetically treated water up to
80% with an intensity A1 = 0.5 T while it varies from 23%
to 53% for A2: 0.29 T while this rate is 7% to 40% for seed
treated with raw water (Fig.5).

3. Results and discussions
*Static magnetic field effect on the pH of water
The test has been redone several times; the last results
have been illustrated in Fig.3
8.4

pH of water

8.2
8
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7.8

A2

7.6
7.4

Fig.5 Germination rate of cucumber seeds treated with
magnetized water
*Germination rate

7.2
0

4
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Fig. 3 pH variation of treated water with a static magnetic
field A1= 0.5 Tesla, A2= 0.29 Tesla
Experimental evidence shows that when normal water is
exposed to the magnetic field, some of its easily
measurable properties are changed, such as conductivity,
surface tension, salt solubility, refractive index, and pH
(Smakina, 1981).
It is noted that the water subjected to a magnetic field
in the device showed a decrease in pH ranging from 8.2 to
7.62 for the intensity of 0.5 T and 7.54 for the intensity of
0.29 T (Fig.3).
*Germination test
The results show that the percentage of germination was
higher for seeds treated with magnetized water. The
beginning of germination occurred earlier (Fig.4).

The germination rate varies from 30% after 4 days
priming of the seeds in magnetically treated water up to
80% with an intensity A1 = 0.5 T while it varies from 23%
to 53% for A2: 0.29 T while this rate is 7% to 40% for seed
treated with raw water (Fig.6).
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Fig.6 Evolution of germination rate of seeds treated by a
magnetic field (A1: 0.5 T, A2: 0.29 T) and control
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The response of the seeds to the static magnetic field
depends on the intensity of the magnetic field, the period
of exposure, species and seed varieties (Fig.7).

ENM1

40%
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18 days

Fig.4 Germination rate of cucumber seeds treated with
magnetized water A:0.5 Tesla, A2: 0.29 Tesla and control
(ENM1, ENM2)

Fig.7 Effect of magnetized water on length and growth of
sprouted seeds
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Static magnetic fields have been reported to increase
shoot and seed length (Aladjadjiyan, 2002). Figure 7
shows that the application of a magnetic field increases
the germination rate and the percentage of treated
sprouts compared to untreated plants in accordance with
(florez 2012)
Magnetic and electromagnetic treatments are used in
agriculture as a non-invasive technique to improve seed
germination and increase yields. Previous reports
summarize the beneficial effects observed on
magnetically treated seeds under different conditions,
which depend on the specific magnetic treatment
applied, such as exposure time, stationary or alternating
magnetic field strength, frequency, etc. Poinapen et al.,
(2013) assessed the role and contribution of different
environmental factors to tomato seed germination and
found that seed orientation and static magnetic forces
influenced seed imbibition more than relative humidity
and moisture, exposure time. Magnetic fields favored
germination rates of bean and wheat seeds and, in
addition, treated plants grew faster than control plants
(Cakmak et al. 2010). The influence of magnetic field
treatment on two pea varieties was favorable for seed
emergence, growth, development, and final yield
(Podlesny et al. 2005). In addition, electromagnetic
stimulation of amaranth seeds has resulted in an increase
in essential fatty acids and a decrease in most saturated
fatty acids (Sujak and Dziwulska-Hunek, 2010). Magnetic
treatment improved early germination and growth
characteristics of chickpea (Vashisth and Nagarajan,
2008), beans and wheat (Cakmak et al., 2010), soybeans
(Shine et al., 2011) and corn (Shine and Guruprasad,
2012).
Similar studies on rice and onion have shown that
magnetic pretreatment improves the germination and
vigor of seedlings that are not very viable (Alexender,
1995). Magnetic field pretreatment also had a positive
effect on cucumber, such as stimulation of seedling
growth and development (yinan, 2005).
Some previous studies have confirmed that
pretreatment of seeds by a magnetic field can improve
the inhibition of other stress in plants. This magnetic field
protects plants against drought and heat stress (Ruzic and
Jerman, 2002, Selim and El-Nady, 2011). Exposure to a
static magnetic field attenuates the adverse effects of
salinity on seed germination and early growth of chickpea
seedlings (Thomas et al., 2013) and enhances the growth
of organogenesis, biomass and yield of plants grown
under salt stress (Radhakrishnan and Kumari, 2013;
Baghel et al., 2016; Rathod and Anand, 2016) suggest that
the use of this static magnetic field may be useful in the
relief of abiotic stress in vitro and in field conditions. De
Souza et al. (2006) reported a positive effect of magnetic
field pretreatments of tomato seeds on root length and
dry weight. The best growth of seedlings due to magnetic
treatments has been attributed to the increased
efficiency of metabolic activity.

An increased rate of germination of grain seeds exposed
to the magnetic field has been obtained; a higher content
of albumin, gluten and starch in wheat grains exposed to
magnetic fields has been obtained (Pietruszweski, 1996).
An optimal external electromagnetic field can
influence the rate and percentage of germination (Florez
et al., 2004). Magnetic field strength and exposure time
are among the most significant factors influencing seed
germination, emergence rate and yield seeds. Magnetic
treatment can accelerate the emergence of the plant at 23 days, compared to control plants. El-Yazied et al. (2011)
and Aladjadjiyan (2002) showed that magnetic field dose
and duration of exposure can affect the germination
characteristics of different seeds, including tomato and
broad variety. In agreement with these results, Souza et
al. (2006) concluded that the best germination rate of
tomato seeds is obtained with a microscopic force of 0.1
Tesla with an exposure time of 10 minute. Several studies
have shown that the strength of magnetic field has
significant effects on germination percentage by reducing
water salinity (Selim, 2008). Rochalska (2001) found that
magnetic field treatment improved the germination
process under stress conditions. El-Yazied et al (2011)
demonstrated that the time of exposure to magnetic field
can significantly influence the percentage of germination
by modulating the salinity of the water. They also
concluded that increasing magnetic field strength
significantly reduces the number of days required for
germination compared to untreated seeds (El-yazid,
2011). In agreement with these results, Pietruszewski,
(1996) revealed that Magnetic treatement wheat seeds
can accelerate germination compared to untreated
samples. In addition, the time of exposure to magnetic
field plays an important role in the germination rate when
different periods of exposure result in a different
minimum time required for germination. However, Florez
et al. (2007) showed that the time required for
germination in each magnetic treatment of different
forces and periods is less than the values recorded by the
control.
Increasing the salinity level increases the time
required for germination. Some studies have reported
that increasing salt concentration delays the germination
of tomato seeds (Martinez et al., 2009).
In previous studies, we found that the magnetic
treatment of 0.125 T and 0.250 T produces a
biostimulation on the initial growth stages and an
increase in the germination rate of several seeds such as
rice, wheat and barley (Martinez et al, 2000, Martinez et
al., 2002 and Florez et al., 2004). This static field positively
influenced plant growth by increasing the length of
shoots and maize roots (Florez et al., 2007). The
germination rate and early growth characteristics of
soybean and corn seeds have been increased under static
magnetic treatment, this may be due to an increase in the
rate of water absorption and higher activities of the
enzyme α-amylase and protease (Shine et al., 2011, Shine
and Guruprasad, 2012). Static magnetic treatment of corn
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seeds has improved growth and photosynthesis under soil
moisture stress (Anand et al., 2012). Static magnetic field
exposure mitigates the adverse effects of salinity on seed
germination and early growth of chickpea seeds (Thomas
et al. 2013). Static magnetic treatment has caused a
significant increase in the height, leaf area and dry weight
of plants subjected to salt stress (Rathod and Anand,
2016, Baghel et al., 2016, Kataria et al., 2017). In addition,
a positive response in grasses seeds was observed;
Magnetic field exposure allowed earlier germination,
increased seed germination, and increased root length in
Festuca arundinacea Schreb. and the seeds of Lolium
perenne L. (Carbonnel, 2008). Recently, magnetic field
exposure of 0.125 Tesla and 0.250 Tesla to pea and lentil
seeds has been investigated; growth parameters such as
total weight, stem weight, total length and stem length
are measured at days 7 and 14, and these parameters are
increased; therefore, plants from magnetized seeds
became larger and heavier than plants from the control
seeds. Increased root development has also been
observed (Martinez, 2009). The same results are obtained
by Fischer (2004) who showed that sunflower seeds
exposed to magnetic fields showed significant increases in
total fresh weight, fresh shoot weight and fresh root
weight. Similar results for treated wheat that showed
marginally higher weights, but significantly higher fresh
and dry root weights, total fresh weights, and higher
germination rates.
Aladjadjyan, (2002) showed increased sprouting and
shoot development when maize seeds were exposed to a
magnetic field of 0.150 Tesla intensity for 10 to 30
minutes; the same results with tobacco seeds were
obtained (Aladjadjyan, 2003). Yano et al., (2001) found
that the induction of primary radicular curvature in radish
seeds in a static magnetic field was observed. Also, a
positive effect of magnetic treatment on germination and
emergence of bean cultivars has been confirmed; the
emergence of plants from magnetized seeds was 2 to 3
days earlier than that of control, the yield being increased
with a higher number of pods per plant (Podlesny et al.,
2004). Corn (Zea mays L.), chickpea (Cicer arietinum L.)
and sunflower (Helianthus annus L.) seeds were exposed
to different magnetic fields and sown in greenhouses. The
maximum improvement in seedling growth and root
characteristics
was
observed
under
different
combinations of magnetic field and duration of exposure.
Of the three species, it was noted that protein-rich
chickpeas required less magnetic energy, followed by
starch-rich corn seeds and lipid-rich sunflower seeds to
achieve the improvement required for growth of the
chickpeas seedlings. The characteristics of plant roots
showed an increase in root length, root surface and root
volume.
Same results obtained by Soltani et al., (2006) who
pointed out that in a magnetic field, asparagus seeds
imbibed and germinated more rapidly. Seed germination
percentage and epicotyl and hypocotyl lengths were also
significantly higher. In addition, the number of

germinated Ocimun basilicum seeds and the length of the
radical and primary stem were significantly higher with a
static magnetic field.
Plant cultivation under static magnetic water
treatment could be an alternative means of crop
improvement in future agricultural techniques. Magnetic
processing has improved the effect of stress to a certain
extent, which can be attributed to maintaining better
crop performance and yield. Interaction of magnetized
water on seed germination, these results from the seed
germination study revealed that magnetized water had a
positive impact on the Amaranthaceae family compared
to normal water. In the same way, in the case of
Amaranthus blitum, germination vigor was started at 36
hours from the incubation period in magnetized treated
water compared to normal. Germination parameters such
as sprouted seeds and germination times were recorded.
The number of sprouts was calculated at different time
intervals, 72 and 96 hours.
Recently, Waleed et al. (2013) reported that the
magnetic field of 0.5 Tesla resulted in an increase in root
length and weight. A remarkable improvement induced
by the magnetic treatment was consistent with the
results of other studies on onion (Dagoberto et al., 2002),
corn (Florez and Doijode, 1995), sunflower (Vashisth and
Nagarajan, 2010) and tomato (Moon and Chung, 2000),
magnetized water has increased the yield and yield
characteristics of all crops (Hozayn et al., 2015).
Many authors have found that magnetic field increase
seed germination rates and increase seedling growth rate,
activated protein synthesis, and increased root growth
(Carbonell et al., 2000, Martíne et al. 2009, Florez et al.,
2007). Many studies have found a higher percentage of
germination and greater plant growth (Kavi, 1983, Phirke
et al. ., 1996a, Hilal and Hilal, 2000, Moon and Chung,
2000). Samy (1989) observed earlier flowering and
increased yield of cauliflower (Brassica oleraceae)
resulting in exposure to a static magnetic field for 8
hours. De Souza et al. (2006) found that treatment with a
static magnetic field with induction of 0.08, 0.1 and 0.17 T
increased the germination rate of tomato seeds (Solanum
lycopersicum L.) by 5 to 25%. Phirke et al. (1996a, b)
reported more pronounced effects on soybean and
cotton from Indian trees (Gossypium arboreum (L.) and
wheat (Triticum aestivum L.). Moon and Chung (2000)
found greater effects on tomato germination using
alternative electromagnetic fields, and the same results
were obtained by Alexander and Doijode (1995) who
noted that low viability onions (Allium cepa L.) and rice
seeds exposed to a weak electromagnetic field for 12
hours in magnetically treated water increased
germination rates and seedling root and shoot length.
Celestino et al. (2000) who reported increased
germination and growth of Quercus suber exposed to
high strength magnetic fields. The same results improved
by Harichand et al. (2002) that magnetic field strength of
0.10 Tesla for 40 hours increased plant height, seed
weight per head, and wheat yield. Aladjadjiyan (2002)
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stated that the magnetic field stimulated the
development of maize shoots and led to an increase in
germination rate and survival, fresh weight and shoot
length. The same applies to the growth of bean sprouts
(Vicia faba L.) exposed to magnetic fields of 0.15 Tesla for
30, 50 and 70 min. Their results showed that magnetic
field application improved seed performance in terms of
germination rate, seedling length, and fresh and dry
weight of seedlings compared to unexposed controls.
4. Statistical analysis

“a0”, a set of “k” predictor variables “X” with matching
“a” coefficients, and a residual error ε. The “a” values are
commonly derived via the procedure of ordinary least
squares. When the regression equation is used in
predictive mode, ε (the difference between actual and
predicted values) is omitted because its expected value is
zero.
It should be noted that in our model “Y” represents
the response value (Yield of production).
While X represents the independent variables
[magnetic field intensity (I) and time (T)].
Statistical modeling leads us to write

*Germination test
We observe the high significance of results of germination
test with a regression R (0.82) (Table 1).
To test the significance of the regression analysis of
variance is performed according to the standard
procedure.
MLR analysis is a well-known approach which
identifies the relationship between a set of dependent
and independent variables using statistical methods. The
relations between the dependent variable and number of
independent variables are in the form:
Yi = a0 + a1X1 + a2X2 + a3X3 + …. + akXk + εi
Where, for a set of “i” successive observations, the
predicted variable Y is a linear combination of an offset

Y=-5.2 I+0.24 T+0.02
In this test, a 95% level of confidence was chosen. If the
calculated F value is greater than the F critical value,
there is a real relation between dependent and
independent variables. Since the calculated F-value
(F=33,6329163) is greater than the critical F-value
(F=1,0876E-08), so the significance is strong. Therefore, it
is concluded that the model is valid.
The descriptors and the regression coefficient of this
model presented in Table 3 demonstrated that all the
parameters properties measures were statistically
significant in estimating Y (Germination number) (P-value
< 0.05 ).

Table 1 Statistical regression of germination test
Statistical regression
Multiple determination coefficient
2
Coefficient of determination R
Standard Error
Observations

0.82
0.67
1.26
36

Table 2 Analysis of variance of germination

Regression
Residues
Total

Degree of
freedom
2
33
35

Sum of squares
106,501394
52,2486062
158,75

Average of
squares
53,2506969
1,5832911

F
33,6329163

Critical value
of F
1,0876E-08

Table 3 Analysis of coefficients and probabilities of germination
Coefficients

Standard Error

Statistical t

Probability

Constant

0,02157768

0,48226665

0,04474221

0,96458244

Variable I

5,20408766

1,11669379

4,66026382

5,002E-05

Variable T

0,24038462

0,03561829

6,74890908

1,0837E-07

*Speed of germination
Statistical modeling of speed germination S
S=-0.627 T+6.457 I – 2.789

In this test, a 95% level of confidence was chosen. If the
calculated F value is greater than the F critical value,
there is a real relation between dependent and
independent variables. Since the calculated F-value
(F=56,6768588) is greater than the critical F-value
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(F=2,8849E-12), so the significance is strong. Therefore, it
is concluded that the model is valid.
The descriptors and the regression coefficient of this
model presented in Table 3 demonstrated that all the

parameters properties measures were statistically
significant in estimating S: speed germination- (P-value <
0.05).

Table 4 Statistical regression of speed of germination test
Statistical regression
Multiple determination coefficient
2
Coefficient of determination R
Standard Error
Observations

0.86
0.74
2.07
42

Table 5 Analysis of variance of speed germination

Regression
Residues
Total

Degree of
freedom
2
39
41

Sum of squares
487,421799
167,70028
655,122079

Average of
squares
243,710899
4,30000718

F
56,6768588

Critical value
of F
2,8849E-12

Table 6 Analysis of coefficients and probabilities of speed germination
Coefficients

Standard Error

Statistical t

Probability

Constant

-2,78915181

0,79382553

-3,5135577

0,00113588

Variable T

0,62727527

0,06444091

9,73411536

5,4583E-12

Variable I

6,45780679

1,64706381

3,92079941

0,00034676

Conclusion
The use of static magnetic field affects the physical
characteristics by decreasing the pH of the water.
Also, regardless of the intensity of the device an effect
on seed germination is marked. The germination capacity
and the germination rate can be improved in the case of
treatment with the magnetized device.
For more, germination rate and percentage of
germination of control seeds is also below that
corresponding to magnetic treatments applied. In
summary, stationary magnetic fields could be used as a
physical technique to improve the germination.
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